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00:00 you are it's may 23rd 2021  

00:04 and we are live on twitter and hopefully  

00:08 an odyssey i  

00:09 i was working on it hopefully that will  

00:11 work out but first off  

00:12 ed how are you doing today yes i'm okay  

00:15 today  

00:16 we i took my children to feed the ducks  

00:18 today  

00:19 uh and there really weren't many ducks  

00:22 so i don't know what's going on with the  

00:24 ducks in in northern finland i don't  

00:26 know whether they've just abandoned the  

00:27 the local haunts near where we live uh  

00:30 to to go this is mallards type ducks  

00:32 uh to pastors knew um there were coots  

00:36 there were more hens there were all  

00:37 kinds of things but there's not many  

00:38 ducks about  

00:41 um maybe they all cut covered uh i have  

00:43 heard that we shouldn't be feeding  

00:45 ducks bread this classic thing that we  

00:48 do it expands in their stomach and can  

00:50 lead to all horrible  

00:52 sorts of horrible things well you say  

00:54 that but they they  

00:55 they give you the distinct impression  

00:56 they like the bread  

00:58 um and and uh well that's all true they  

01:01 were they were  

01:02 ducks were feeding humans you know  

01:04 slurpies  

01:05 and candy i think we would like it too  

01:07 but it's not yeah that's what would  

01:08 happen  
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01:09 and so also they were competing for that  

01:11 bread with uh blackhead  

01:13 seagulls who i get the impression  

01:15 they're much more intelligent and  

01:16 quick-witted  

01:17 than ducks um they they really go for it  

01:20 and snap it up and whatever but they  

01:21 haven't got that sense of fun and joy  

01:23 that ducks have  

01:24 interesting fascinating um okay so  

01:28 we are live and if you would like  

01:31 to join in the conversation um we do  

01:35 super chats via entropy so it's entropy  

01:37 stream  

01:38 dot live slash radix live  

01:41 and you can ask a super chat we already  

01:43 have a couple  

01:44 uh and i we will get to those in a  

01:47 little bit but this is a  

01:48 way to kind of support the show and to  

01:51 um  

01:52 join in the conversation all right um  

01:56 we've i want to talk about the idea of  

01:59 collapse  

02:00 and what that might mean we've been kind  

02:03 of  

02:04 mulling this over in a couple of  

02:07 different ways and i thought this would  

02:08 be a  

02:09 just privately and i thought this would  

02:10 be a good way to start  

02:12 putting the pieces together and kind of  

02:15 looking forward to how this can be  

02:18 discussed in a serious manner and and i  

02:20 think in a  

02:21 unique manner in a way that's that's in  

02:24 which it's not being addressed  

02:26 um so uh i can  

02:29 remember a couple of moments  

02:32 in my lifetime when people were  

02:36 fearful of collapse and that was kind of  

02:39 in the air  

02:40 it was mainstream even if it was a bit  

02:42 on the margins of the mainstream so  

02:44 first off i can when i was  

02:46 a lot younger and i think you could  



02:47 probably remember this too i remember  

02:49 the y2k  

02:51 issue where we were all upset uh or you  

02:53 know we had this  

02:54 theory that um all electronics were  

02:58 gonna break down  

02:59 because they couldn't process the year  

03:01 2000 and it would like  

03:03 go back to 1900 or the year zero or  

03:06 something and  

03:07 everything from your computer to the  

03:09 power grid to your  

03:10 your toaster would just stop uh in the  

03:13 year 2000 and this didn't  

03:15 strike me it's very plausible but i do  

03:18 remember knowing many people who  

03:19 at least stocked up on goods i can  

03:22 remember some collapsism being in the  

03:24 air  

03:25 around the 2008 and 2009 financial  

03:28 collapse when it was actually fairly  

03:32 mainstream to talk about you know  

03:35 the dow falling to zero or  

03:38 mass unemployment and civil unrest or  

03:41 maybe even hyperinflation almost the  

03:42 reverse  

03:44 the dow going down um the there's  

03:46 there's just  

03:47 moments of uncertainty and that can lead  

03:49 to hysteria  

03:50 but i think maybe it can lead to  

03:54 a some kind of dark insights into  

03:58 the nature of the financial system we're  

04:01 living in  

04:02 in the sense that euphoria can be just  

04:04 as  

04:05 blinding as depression um i can also  

04:09 remember moments of euphoria  

04:11 in the late 90s when i was in college  

04:13 when people were talking about dow jones  

04:15 100 000  

04:17 and everyone being multi-millionaires  

04:20 and a new economy in which you wouldn't  

04:21 have to work  

04:23 okay i'll keep talking all right there  

04:26 we go  



04:27 and a new economy in which you wouldn't  

04:29 have to work  

04:30 and everything would just be uh  

04:34 beautiful and fun and free i think a lot  

04:37 of those  

04:37 ideas are just as wrong and hysterical  

04:40 as depression ideas but the fact is  

04:42 collapses have occurred throughout  

04:44 history there have been  

04:46 situations of things like hyperinflation  

04:48 and civilization  

04:49 collapse most famously there's the  

04:51 bronze age collapse  

04:53 the collapse of the roman empire  

04:56 eventually the collapse of the  

04:58 eastern roman empire byzantium um  

05:01 we've seen the mini ice age in europe  

05:05 that led to  

05:06 the 30 years war or set the background  

05:09 for the 30 years war in the wars of  

05:11 religion  

05:11 we have seen this kind of thing before  

05:14 um so i want to  

05:15 talk about it seriously and and kind of  

05:18 yeah but  

05:20 we've seen there's there's collapses and  

05:21 there's collapses and i think the right  

05:23 thing has to be has to be taken into  

05:25 account and  

05:26 what it fundamentally is relevant  

05:29 is the the malthusian cycle so the idea  

05:32 one of one of the most brilliant  

05:34 innovations ever the idea that um  

05:36 basically uh if you have a small  

05:38 population the population grows it  

05:40 becomes  

05:40 too large for the amount of land it's  

05:43 farming uh  

05:44 that people start to starve if you  

05:46 starve be more susceptible to disease  

05:48 you get outbreaks of disease you get a  

05:49 collapse  

05:50 population collapse back to a nice tour  

05:52 to a lower level  

05:53 standards of living rise because of  

05:55 course then there's more land for fewer  



05:57 people and then this cycle just goes on  

05:58 all over again  

06:00 now what we've done or what we've  

06:02 managed to do people say  

06:03 we we with the industrial revolution  

06:05 that we um  

06:06 broke free of the of the malthusian  

06:09 cycle but you can't break free of the  

06:11 malthusian cycle  

06:12 you can extend it and that's what we've  

06:15 managed to do so we've managed to  

06:16 artificially  

06:18 hold disease and starvation at bay  

06:22 by uh um innovating in such a way  

06:25 that the level of production and  

06:28 innovation  

06:29 and ability to produce food essentially  

06:32 outpaces  

06:33 the growth of the population right and  

06:36 that's what's happening even at a low  

06:38 even even under normal malthusian  

06:40 circumstances  

06:41 even you know let's say in 1500 when the  

06:43 population of england was 3 million  

06:45 having been maybe six million at the  

06:48 time of the black death  

06:50 um what's happening is that the ability  

06:52 to produce food  

06:53 is outpacing the growth of the  

06:54 population eventually that stops  

06:56 eventually there's not enough food  

06:58 and the population becomes ill well  

07:01 the the populations are declining i mean  

07:04 i i mean i i think this is  

07:06 also a terribly important issue  

07:10 uh let me just look at some world  

07:12 population  

07:14 um statistics here uh  

07:17 so again the malthusian cycle is the  

07:19 idea that  

07:20 population growth is going to outpace  

07:23 technological or agricultural growth  

07:26 am i correct so that you will start to  

07:31 eventually we're going to breathe too  

07:32 much and you're not going to have  

07:34 to yeah and then yes  



07:37 and then you'd have a precipitous  

07:38 collapse because it's not like  

07:40 then the population would just slowly  

07:43 decline once you reach a breaking point  

07:46 of people starving that's going to lead  

07:48 to you know  

07:49 civil war and you know  

07:52 tote madness basically and that you're  

07:55 going to have kind of a precipitous fall  

07:57 um  

07:58 but obviously post  

08:01 you know after the industrial revolution  

08:03 and after this kind of green revolution  

08:06 that occurred in the 20th century with  

08:08 fossil fuels being brought to  

08:10 agriculture uh  

08:12 there's just a tremendous you know  

08:15 creation  

08:16 of of of food i mean we have i mean food  

08:19 is a lot less healthier than it used to  

08:20 be but we have  

08:21 too much of it we're dying of heart  

08:24 disease and obesity we're not  

08:26 dying of starvation at least in the  

08:27 western world but also  

08:30 the western population is declining  

08:33 for i guess you could say kind of  

08:36 cultural factors  

08:37 so this is what i have on the screen  

08:40 this is a un projections so they they  

08:43 give obviously multiple lines  

08:46 to give you a range uh for the united  

08:48 states  

08:49 um we are certainly not growing  

08:53 in the way that we were population  

08:55 expansion seemed to peak  

08:56 around 2000. yeah but  

08:59 go ahead well i think that there's some  

09:03 there's a problem with their assumptions  

09:05 so so first of all  

09:06 you get the demographic transition and  

09:08 the demographic transition is when you  

09:10 go  

09:10 from a period of high mortality a high  

09:13 birth high birth rates  

09:14 and high death rates to low birth rates  



09:17 and low death rates  

09:18 between the two you get a population  

09:20 spike because you get a people who  

09:22 have the the usual system of having lots  

09:25 and lots of children in the in the hope  

09:26 that some survive  

09:27 and of course they all survive because  

09:29 there's almost all of them survive  

09:31 because there's medicine and there's  

09:32 inoculations and there's  

09:33 food and whatever um and so therefore  

09:35 you end up with this population spike  

09:37 now the population spike in britain of  

09:39 course occurred at a relatively  

09:40 primitive level of medical technology  

09:43 so when that population spike occurred  

09:44 the child mortality rate had changed  

09:46 from being 50  

09:47 to being i know 30 or 20 percent that  

09:50 was when the population spike occurred  

09:52 now what we're having in now in africa  

09:56 um and is is a population spike that  

09:58 occurs at a greater level of development  

10:01 in terms of medicine and in terms of uh  

10:02 inoculations and whatever else and so  

10:05 therefore you get a bigger population  

10:07 spike  

10:07 the the degree to which the population  

10:09 goes up this was noticed in ireland when  

10:11 ireland made the demographic transition  

10:12 you get a bigger population spike  

10:14 because it made it later slightly later  

10:15 than england  

10:16 and then and and and similarly in india  

10:19 and whatever you get a bigger population  

10:21 spike that's the first thing  

10:22 and the second thing is that they have  

10:24 this this prophetic belief almost that  

10:27 the demographic transition will just go  

10:29 on forever  

10:30 so it'll just be forever like low birth  

10:32 rates but there's a lot of papers that  

10:34 are now being published that are  

10:35 concluding that's not the case it won't  

10:36 go on forever  

10:38 although as you say there's these  



10:39 cultural factors and what these cultural  

10:41 factors mean is that people that don't  

10:43 have a desire genetically to have lots  

10:45 of children  

10:46 are selected out and the heritability of  

10:49 wanting to have  

10:50 and having lots of children is high  

10:53 and so all you end up with is a  

10:55 population of breeders a population of  

10:57 people that are inclined to have lots of  

10:59 children  

11:00 and that's what we're thinking is going  

11:01 to happen and when that happens then you  

11:02 will get a population  

11:03 boom well it's interesting i i was  

11:07 recently reading this book by sh it's  

11:10 actually david goldman  

11:11 i actually got him to write for talky  

11:13 mag a while ago a column or two but he  

11:15 he was  

11:16 he became famous around 10 or 15 years  

11:19 ago spangler  

11:21 on web he was writing for the asia times  

11:22 i don't know if he's still writing a  

11:24 column  

11:24 but it's actually a good book he looks  

11:27 at  

11:28 he was looking at the muslim world and  

11:30 he just saw  

11:31 literacy itself as the predictor it's  

11:34 not even  

11:35 quite modernization or democracy  

11:39 or capitalism or something it is just  

11:41 literacy itself  

11:43 that led the muslim muslim women to have  

11:46 say four children to having one and a  

11:49 half children  

11:50 uh whether you could read or not that  

11:52 just seemed to be the dividing line  

11:54 um it is interesting when you think  

11:58 about i mean goldman is also i should  

12:01 say  

12:02 a zionist jew and he is  

12:05 looking at the you know dangers  

12:09 of radical islam as this  

12:12 existential threat he's basically saying  



12:14 that you have a  

12:16 animal that's cornered and it is going  

12:19 to react it's dying  

12:21 but it is going to react in this  

12:24 catastrophically suicidal way through  

12:27 jihad  

12:28 and so he sees that as a kind of  

12:29 existential threat now  

12:31 i if you kind of almost read between the  

12:34 lines on that there is a  

12:37 there's a funny thing about the bush era  

12:41 uh foreign policy which had all of this  

12:44 idealism and oomph of we're going to  

12:47 bring democracy to the muslim world  

12:50 and we're gonna fight terrorism through  

12:52 democracy well  

12:53 what are you actually doing in a way by  

12:56 sending all these women to college or  

12:58 getting them  

12:59 into careers or bringing  

13:01 parliamentarianism and capitalism to the  

13:03 middle east  

13:04 i mean you you you could say that you're  

13:06 giving them something a better  

13:07 alternative to jihadism  

13:09 or a primitive lifestyle but you're also  

13:12 in a way and i don't know if this was  

13:15 conscious or not it might have been an  

13:16 unconscious instinct it might have been  

13:18 conscious on some level  

13:19 but in a way you are controlling their  

13:21 population  

13:22 those women that you those afghani women  

13:25 that you are sending to undergraduate  

13:27 college  

13:28 and inoculating with feminism um or  

13:31 inculcating with feminine feminism  

13:33 are going to have one or zero children  

13:37 and the women who are living in a more  

13:39 primitive environment who might very  

13:40 well be illiterate  

13:42 um are going to be having four or five  

13:45 so  

13:45 you are you're doing your what's this  

13:48 cliche about  

13:50 something peter to pay paul whatever  



13:52 you're um it's it's it's  

13:53 it's a short term thing that you're  

13:55 doing because in the short term yes  

13:56 you're controlling them you're limiting  

13:58 their fertility  

13:58 you're inculcating them with your ideas  

14:01 but the problem is that  

14:02 it is those that will be resistant  

14:04 genetically  

14:05 to being inculcated with these fitness  

14:08 damaging  

14:09 uh modern ideas of feminism and whatever  

14:12 the the and also that just have low  

14:14 intelligence because they intel  

14:16 intelligence correlates with being more  

14:17 inculcatable with the current  

14:19 way of seeing things it is those people  

14:21 that survive  

14:22 so what you're doing by introducing  

14:24 westernization to these countries  

14:26 is you are selecting out the basically  

14:29 the people  

14:30 over a period of decades with the people  

14:33 who um  

14:34 are going to be so sensible and  

14:35 intelligent and reasonable really  

14:37 um from your perspective and you're  

14:39 leaving behind those that are going to  

14:41 be low in intelligence and that's easy  

14:42 to radicalize with nutty simplistic  

14:44 things  

14:45 um and and simply those who are  

14:47 extremely religious and there's probably  

14:48 an extent to which that is  

14:50 behind the rise of fundamentalism in the  

14:53 middle east over the last  

14:55 80 years that you had these groups where  

14:57 you know afghanistan let's  

14:59 forget i mean it's unbelievable to think  

15:00 it but there was a time in the 70s when  

15:03 afghanistan was  

15:04 was and iran were westernized countries  

15:08 yeah yeah people walked around in  

15:10 western dress at universities in kabul  

15:13 i mean it's incredible to think it but  

15:15 that's what that's what it was like  



15:16 these are these places were like under  

15:17 the shah or under whatever it was  

15:19 afghanistan um and i think tehran is  

15:22 still like that to a degree  

15:23 i would say afghan afghanistan much less  

15:26 so  

15:27 um and and afghanistan has obviously  

15:30 gone  

15:30 through just in i mean it's it's it's  

15:34 been a 30 years war very similar to the  

15:36 wars of religion in europe just  

15:38 absolutely devastating um  

15:41 iran has faced that less so  

15:44 and i've never traveled to iran but  

15:46 everything that i've heard from  

15:48 people and reading reports that it  

15:50 actually is a very contemporary kind of  

15:52 almost  

15:53 western-looking um society it's it's a  

15:56 kind of  

15:57 you know natural ally in a way uh  

16:01 but uh yeah i mean it's it's an  

16:03 interesting thing because you could  

16:05 assume  

16:06 that basically everyone is going to  

16:10 become literate everyone is going to  

16:12 learn to read and write at the beginning  

16:13 and again  

16:14 the word itself seems to be the problem  

16:17 it's almost like language brings you out  

16:20 of like a lived experience  

16:22 of of religion and fertility and  

16:26 and and a primitive human society  

16:30 just being able to read itself brings  

16:32 you to kind of a level of abstraction  

16:34 where you're susceptible to bad ideas um  

16:38 but uh anyway um  

16:41 the uh there's you could look at it in  

16:44 the sense of  

16:45 we're going to modernize the middle east  

16:47 or modernize africa  

16:49 and that everyone will kind of enter  

16:52 this  

16:52 slow fertility decline in the sense that  

16:55 you won't you you'll escape that  

16:58 malthusian trap you'll escape the child  



17:00 mortality trap  

17:01 of 50 child mortality and everyone will  

17:04 start to  

17:05 as these patients say that children goes  

17:08 down to it's not like it goes down to  

17:09 just sustainable population it goes down  

17:11 to then below replacement fertility  

17:13 that's what happens  

17:14 right and then and then once that  

17:16 happens then the question becomes right  

17:18 well some people are breeding and who  

17:20 are breeding  

17:21 and the answer is people we've got data  

17:24 on this now  

17:24 the heritability of the reed of like  

17:27 having a desire to have a big family is  

17:29 is um seemingly quite high  

17:32 and so the idea that we can just create  

17:35 a modern  

17:36 american or western european total world  

17:40 just seems also fantastical we we  

17:43 there are going to be large populations  

17:46 of people  

17:47 due to a number of factors uh region  

17:50 religion intelligence history etc but  

17:53 due to a number of factors that we  

17:54 aren't just going to  

17:55 turn every society on earth into  

17:59 california  

18:00 or something i mean it's just it would  

18:01 be full of food it's absurd  

18:04 i agree i agree that will be terrible  

18:05 with them them california girls  

18:08 i don't want any of that but but so katy  

18:10 perry  

18:11 she my lady um but but i might want that  

18:15 that's that  

18:15 sounds kind of i mean it's sexy about  

18:19 katy perry and this this black rapper  

18:21 and um the california girls it was  

18:23 called  

18:24 um i remember that question but  

18:27 the problem when comes is that what  

18:28 we've done um uniquely  

18:31 this is perhaps a break in the way that  

18:33 we haven't broken with malthus but there  



18:34 is this break  

18:35 in that um leftism being left-wing  

18:39 having these individualizing values  

18:41 of you know harm avoidance and whatever  

18:44 um was always associated with fertility  

18:46 so these christians had these kinds of  

18:48 equality or whatever values that they  

18:49 signaled to get power  

18:51 and they were highly pro-fertile even if  

18:53 they did have  

18:54 that would renounce fertility they were  

18:56 basically um  

18:57 very into having children they had more  

18:59 children than the pagans  

19:00 now what we've got now is this situation  

19:02 where it's almost as if  

19:04 it's the pagans the conservatives  

19:06 because of the way that we have runaway  

19:08 individualism where you keep pushing to  

19:10 be even more pro-equality even more  

19:12 pro-hub avoidance  

19:13 until you get to a point where you like  

19:14 agnostic where you say i'm so committed  

19:17 to this hard avoidance and equality i'm  

19:20 not going to have children  

19:21 and that that spread to a small minority  

19:24 of weirdos  

19:25 under the classical civilization the  

19:27 gnostics it wasn't the mainstream  

19:28 christianity  

19:29 well this has become the mainstream um  

19:32 replacement christianity now  

19:34 and and it's negatively associated with  

19:36 having children for all kinds of  

19:38 direct and indirect reasons and so it's  

19:40 rather like a situation in rome where  

19:42 where um julian the apostate gets in  

19:44 power and it's julian the apostate and  

19:46 people that are into him  

19:47 they're having the children and the the  

19:50 conservatives are having that are having  

19:52 the children and this is a  

19:53 this is a break that's going to change  

19:54 things but it's not the point is it's  

19:56 not just  

19:57 conservative people right right wing  



19:58 people traditional people that are  

20:00 genetically um inured that's the word i  

20:03 want to use  

20:03 genetically um well inoculated maybe  

20:07 yeah  

20:08 uh with with this nonsense it's also  

20:10 people have low intelligence  

20:12 and um that's a big breeding group  

20:15 um and then there's certain personality  

20:17 traits as well low conscientiousness is  

20:19 one high agreeableness is another one  

20:20 and certain elements of  

20:22 psychopathology that you want to have  

20:23 kids because you're looked up to for  

20:24 having them  

20:25 or something like that but low  

20:27 intelligence is the big thing  

20:28 and low intelligence we were selecting  

20:31 for  

20:31 intelligence we know that up until the  

20:33 industrial revolution we know that  

20:35 the heads were getting bigger and  

20:37 genomes  

20:38 ancient genomes indicate we were  

20:39 selecting for intelligence and so it  

20:41 follows that  

20:42 low intelligence will be genetically  

20:44 associated  

20:45 with other you know markers of mutation  

20:49 other illness  

20:50 and that that's that that is the case  

20:53 and there's fascinating data on this so  

20:55 we're literally  

20:56 people who are low in iq are that that  

20:59 genetically correlates with heart  

21:01 disease having low iq  

21:03 it's not just that you have low iq so  

21:05 you have a bad diet and you get heart  

21:06 disease it's that you have the genetics  

21:08 of low iq  

21:09 genetics of heart disease genetics of  

21:11 low iq genetics  

21:13 of um having a stroke genetics of being  

21:17 overweight  

21:18 and so we're breeding this increasingly  

21:21 sick popular genetically sick population  



21:25 um and we can do that that's fine  

21:27 because  

21:28 of the fact that the level of darwinian  

21:30 selection pressure is so  

21:32 weak because as long as we can outpace  

21:34 as long as growth of population is  

21:36 outpaced  

21:37 by medical advances and whatever and the  

21:39 ability to produce enough food  

21:41 we can become sicker and sicker and  

21:43 sicker and sicker and stupider and  

21:45 stupider and stupider  

21:46 and stupider but the problem is that  

21:48 eventually as we become stupider we will  

21:50 slow down in our ability to be able to  

21:53 continuously innovate new ways to come  

21:55 up with more food or  

21:56 whatever and indeed we will perhaps be  

21:59 unable to do things we could do in the  

22:01 past because we'll be increasingly  

22:02 disorganized and and  

22:04 there'll be all kinds of little mistakes  

22:05 that we made and and then as well  

22:07 and this happens in previous  

22:09 civilizations that are in decline  

22:10 intellectual decline you just get random  

22:12 events  

22:14 and when those random events hit in  

22:17 if you've got low intelligence and you  

22:19 and you've you've been used to a period  

22:21 of warmth and ease where  

22:22 food's just on the trees and then you're  

22:25 basically genetically sick  

22:26 um then you get then you get a big  

22:28 collapse and um i think that's what  

22:30 what might happen and that there's going  

22:32 to be a  

22:33 a catalyst for this collapse that  

22:35 nothing  

22:36 this system can't go on forever there's  

22:39 going to be  

22:39 one problem which maybe could be solved  

22:43 in a in a different time  

22:44 but is going to catalyze a just  

22:48 general decline um  

22:51 yeah i mean i i from what i've read  



22:54 of bronze age societies these  

22:58 these societies were much more  

23:00 complicated  

23:01 and in fact centralized than we imagined  

23:04 i think i think a lot of people imagine  

23:07 you know the far ancient world this is  

23:09 you know pre the pre  

23:11 greek world of you know plato and so on  

23:14 that far ancient world is just totally  

23:16 primitive and superstitious well it was  

23:18 actually i mean egypt was a  

23:19 centralized state they had agricultural  

23:22 programs and that were again centralized  

23:26 and run  

23:27 from the metropolis and that can work  

23:31 that can be  

23:32 massively more efficient and productive  

23:35 um  

23:35 but there can one or two things can go  

23:38 wrong  

23:39 and when you are hyper centralized and  

23:42 hyper complicated and hyper specialized  

23:44 that can collapse uh in this precipitous  

23:49 dramatic fashion um where it wouldn't  

23:53 collapse  

23:53 in you know in in such a way if if  

23:55 things actually were decentralized and  

23:57 so on  

23:58 um so you had all of these  

24:00 interconnected states people i mean the  

24:02 level of  

24:02 um of uh of civilization  

24:06 in manoa and these these kinds of  

24:08 players in my scene  

24:09 was about really wasn't that much it was  

24:11 about the same as what it was  

24:12 subsequently  

24:12 it wasn't exactly the same in terms of  

24:14 the details but it was about the same  

24:16 level and you had as um i'm not even  

24:19 sure that they were already in decline  

24:21 i'm not i'm not sure how  

24:22 we don't know enough but what we do know  

24:25 is is that suddenly  

24:26 overnight they went from being living in  

24:28 a warm barbie environment where they  



24:30 were able to have big populations and  

24:31 they were highly intelligent  

24:32 presumably due to previous dark ages  

24:34 where they selected for intelligence  

24:36 um and then suddenly there was some kind  

24:38 of volcanic eruption in iceland or  

24:39 something like that  

24:40 and the the result was the nuclear  

24:42 winter where where suddenly they were  

24:44 under extremely harsh darwinian  

24:46 conditions suddenly lots of illness  

24:48 suddenly lots of not enough food  

24:50 and so suddenly all of these people that  

24:51 have been completely adapted to their  

24:53 environment until then were suddenly  

24:56 insufficiently fit and  

24:59 and died off we don't know what percent  

25:02 died off but they died off at quite a  

25:03 dramatic rate  

25:05 uh and so there's this terrible collapse  

25:07 and civilization only just hung on it  

25:09 hung on in egypt  

25:10 um and a couple of it was wiped out the  

25:13 cities were depopulated completely in  

25:15 greece because what you do when there's  

25:16 not enough food  

25:16 all of the stuff that's built upon  

25:18 having more the food that you need  

25:21 all of this civilization that goes you  

25:23 just you just have to sleep in the  

25:24 morning and find food  

25:26 i've read a book a while ago um about  

25:29 north korea  

25:30 and you've got all these people and the  

25:31 famine in north korea in the 90s and  

25:33 you've got all these people that have  

25:34 been whatever doctors and  

25:35 whatever they've been and then suddenly  

25:37 no it just becomes about getting up in  

25:39 the morning and finding  

25:40 assistance for farming yeah we're just  

25:43 gathering gatherings  

25:45 yeah and so it's it's pretty horrifying  

25:49 um i i i don't think we're going to  

25:52 achieve  

25:52 anything like that um at least in the  



25:56 near term but it is interesting  

25:59 to look at the coronavirus pandemic  

26:03 and how that relates to american society  

26:07 in general and i i in some ways  

26:11 i think the the in some ways i'm very  

26:14 optimistic about the coronavirus  

26:17 um we are approaching 50  

26:20 inoculation um and uh or vaccination  

26:24 um we uh certainly an additional  

26:28 say 10 or 20 percent have already been  

26:30 infected  

26:31 infected so they would have antibodies  

26:33 so um  

26:34 you know infection rates are declining  

26:36 now obviously  

26:38 some mutated evolved super virus might  

26:43 you know emerge this summer and  

26:45 everything i just said is is uh  

26:47 incorrect but uh assuming that doesn't  

26:50 happen  

26:50 i i think we actually kind of are  

26:52 getting out of this  

26:54 and it's going to be okay and it was a  

26:58 catastrophe but it's you know these  

27:00 things come to an end  

27:02 but i i also wonder whether like  

27:05 the the issue of coronavirus is  

27:09 is also underestimated uh on some level  

27:12 because we're seeing things  

27:14 that are it demonstrated  

27:17 the the weakness of the system and i  

27:19 think the united states in some ways  

27:21 the system was not centralized enough  

27:24 there was there was polarization  

27:26 the coronavirus became politicized it  

27:28 became this  

27:29 football for people to throw back and  

27:31 forth on cable news and it wasn't  

27:34 something that could actually be solved  

27:36 but i think that's a very good point  

27:37 it it it didn't it demonstrated in a  

27:40 very very clear way  

27:41 just how divided polarized and full of  

27:44 hate for each other  

27:45 um and uncooperative and and whatever um  

27:48 and the  



27:49 irrational um we we all are i mean  

27:52 no one could see it straight you  

27:54 couldn't know that  

27:55 yeah so it was a hoax it's going to kill  

27:58 everyone  

27:59 it's you know it's just the flu it's  

28:02 uh you know no dr fauci is a god i mean  

28:05 it was just  

28:06 just just irrational um but  

28:09 but i i would take this a little bit  

28:11 further and  

28:12 i and i don't again i'm hesitant to say  

28:15 this because i  

28:16 i don't want to just jump on a current  

28:19 trend that could go away in a few months  

28:22 and speculate and say that the world's  

28:24 going to end but  

28:25 there are a lot of really bad  

28:28 signs that i think actually could be  

28:30 leading to a different paradigm  

28:32 so we all know about what coronavirus  

28:35 has done to the economy or kind of  

28:37 accelerated so  

28:39 there is clearly going to be less  

28:42 there's going gonna they're gonna be  

28:43 less people going to work in the future  

28:46 there's gonna be a lot more work at home  

28:47 people  

28:48 that was happening that trend was  

28:50 happening already due to technology and  

28:52 now  

28:53 um people got used to it they want that  

28:57 that's clear we're going to be streaming  

28:59 movies and not going to the movie  

29:00 theater i could give a ton of  

29:02 we're going to get food delivered and  

29:04 not go out to eat  

29:05 or go to the grocery store tons of  

29:07 trends like that everyone knows  

29:09 knows that stuff but i think there are  

29:11 also some kind of  

29:12 bigger and badder trends that are  

29:15 occurring  

29:16 as well uh so one of them is  

29:19 um i guess there's two which is first  

29:23 off  



29:23 not going to work at all so i went to go  

29:26 get a cup of coffee  

29:27 at mcdonald's here and you know a  

29:31 little montana and uh i saw  

29:34 a help wanted sign on mcdonald's  

29:37 and it said a 300 signing bonus  

29:41 if you go come to mcdonald's so they are  

29:44 giving signing bonuses like you give to  

29:46 someone who you want to hire as your ceo  

29:48 or your you know quarterback or  

29:51 something  

29:51 there are they are in need of labor  

29:54 people  

29:55 don't want to work either out of fear or  

29:58 just  

29:58 a kind of new laziness they don't want  

30:00 to end the pandemic in a way  

30:01 they're getting paid unemployment they  

30:04 whatever reason  

30:05 there actually are some signs of labor  

30:07 shortages  

30:08 um immigration was halted during the  

30:11 coronavirus pandemic  

30:12 totally understandably so um there was a  

30:16 birth dearth during the coronavirus  

30:18 pandemic now that's obviously not gonna  

30:19 have effects until another two decades  

30:21 but  

30:22 that actually is really serious i  

30:24 remember when the coronavirus pandemic  

30:26 first came about  

30:27 um and we everyone said oh there's gonna  

30:30 be all these coronavirus babies because  

30:32 no one has anything to do so they're  

30:33 just gonna be having sex  

30:35 with their partner that actually didn't  

30:38 happen  

30:38 uh there were also many conservatives  

30:40 who were saying we can't  

30:42 do a lockdown at all because everyone's  

30:44 going to commit suicide  

30:45 that was totally wrong suicide collapsed  

30:48 during the coronavirus pandemic  

30:50 as it's natural where under stress  

30:53 it actually makes you feel alive in a  

30:56 way and and everyone was  



30:58 um experiencing it simultaneously so i  

31:01 think there was a degree of  

31:02 camaraderie that that brought about uh  

31:05 so  

31:05 these are you know in terms of the birth  

31:09 dearth this is a  

31:10 and the to be frank the immigration  

31:13 decline  

31:15 there are dangers to um  

31:18 people not working in the way that they  

31:20 have done in the sense that  

31:23 we're a group species and so it's just  

31:26 more of an example of an evolutionary  

31:28 mismatch it's not  

31:29 uh to work from home um  

31:33 in a context in which like a lot of them  

31:35 are going to be doing where they're just  

31:36 going to be  

31:36 inputting boring data and whatever um is  

31:40 is going to make people i would think  

31:42 more depressed and down  

31:43 and less able to meet people because you  

31:45 meet people through work you meet  

31:46 partners through work and friends work a  

31:48 lot of people with if they do some  

31:50 not particularly interesting job the one  

31:52 thing that they like about work is the  

31:53 friends there and  

31:54 whatever you know um like in the office  

31:57 or something  

31:58 and also let's talk about it we could  

32:00 talk about it in terms of the human  

32:02 what's the word biome or whatever you  

32:03 know gut bacteria and how it needs to  

32:06 be or to be healthy you need to be  

32:08 touching other people and  

32:10 getting swapping bacteria with other  

32:12 people and if you don't do that  

32:14 then you'll become less healthy um and  

32:16 so  

32:17 that's also if you're not touching  

32:19 people and seeing people  

32:20 you know whatever then then that's also  

32:22 a problem so that's a long-term problem  

32:23 but what  

32:24 i totally understand all the jobs that  



32:28 are based around  

32:28 people that go go to work in central  

32:32 london let's say  

32:33 and have more money than sense and do  

32:35 things like buy a cornish capacity for  

32:37 lunch rather than  

32:38 take back lunch with them all that stuff  

32:41 goes yeah and  

32:44 we have these huge economies based on  

32:47 that we have these  

32:48 based on these kind of you know crazy  

32:50 luxuries  

32:51 and so on london the city of london on a  

32:54 saturday  

32:55 is dead is dead all the shops are closed  

32:58 even the supermarkets the shops are not  

33:01 open or at least last time i was there  

33:02 on a saturday it's just  

33:04 everything's closed because the entire  

33:06 economy is based around monday  

33:08 monday to friday uh business people and  

33:10 whatever  

33:11 there's no one there at weekends no one  

33:13 lives there at weekends there's only a  

33:14 hundred people even live in the city  

33:16 um and so that's gone yeah go ahead go  

33:19 ahead  

33:19 yeah the the other thing that i i wanted  

33:22 to mention  

33:24 is um this  

33:27 issue of debt and basically the  

33:31 the american system since 1944  

33:35 of effectively infinite debt creation  

33:39 and money creation  

33:40 um and that being a kind of centerpiece  

33:43 of both the american empire but but also  

33:46 the american way of life where you can  

33:48 have it all um and so since  

33:52 the bread and woods system uh in 1944  

33:56 uh america has been kind of a a big  

33:59 kahuna and a duopoly and then  

34:01 post 1990 in the collapse of the soviet  

34:03 union just  

34:04 the big kahuna we have a planetary  

34:09 dollar system and this allows the united  

34:12 states to  



34:13 create just unfathomable amounts of debt  

34:16 trillions of dollars of debt um that can  

34:19 be used in all sorts of ways the  

34:21 national debt consumer credit card debt  

34:24 uh student loans um  

34:28 car loans entitlements in the sense of  

34:30 we're going to pay off  

34:31 all this you know social security and  

34:33 something down the road don't worry it's  

34:35 going to be fine we're going to take  

34:36 care of you  

34:37 and also just goosing the economy  

34:41 with creating this money and  

34:44 uh and creating for foreign uh throwing  

34:47 it into military  

34:48 bases throwing it into uh uh foreign aid  

34:51 etc just creating dollars all across the  

34:54 world  

34:55 and that ultimately kind of goosing  

34:57 everything and boosting it  

34:59 well as you can see from this chart  

35:01 around  

35:02 the election of george w bush  

35:05 in 2000 we had this  

35:08 kind of nice trend of  

35:12 debt was just creating gdp and i  

35:15 understand that gdp  

35:16 is not exactly the best measure  

35:19 of wealth and productivity but you get  

35:22 it it includes government stuff it  

35:24 includes all  

35:24 you know all sorts of includes the  

35:26 broken window fallacy includes all this  

35:28 kind of stuff  

35:28 it is a measure of if the economy is  

35:31 buzzing or not  

35:32 we reached a kind of peak around 2000  

35:36 uh with the election of george w  

35:40 bush um there was a crisis in 2008  

35:45 where we had debt growth and gdp decline  

35:49 we had this kind of you know obama  

35:53 recovery which wasn't much a recovery  

35:55 where the economy was going up people  

35:57 were feeling a little more optimistic  

35:59 but  

35:59 debt was growing up at a higher rate  



36:02 we are now at a position where  

36:05 debt is increasing pretty radically and  

36:08 the gdp  

36:09 continues to fall and as we mentioned  

36:12 before  

36:12 people aren't going to work the other  

36:14 aspect to this  

36:16 is that the dollars are gonna have to  

36:19 come  

36:19 home at some level with this kind of  

36:23 economic uncertainty and and just new  

36:26 population  

36:27 ubi is now universal basic income  

36:30 is now a mainstream idea andrew yang is  

36:33 a  

36:33 kind of household name at least in the  

36:36 political world  

36:38 um that idea that it's the stimulus  

36:41 covid stimulus bill that was supported  

36:44 by  

36:45 both sides of the spectrum just give  

36:46 people two thousand dollars  

36:48 all of this was popular it had  

36:50 legitimacy  

36:51 people wanted it now that is not going  

36:55 to change  

36:55 and when you're not throwing dollars out  

36:58 to the world  

36:59 that is through foreign aid or military  

37:01 bases or throwing it directly into the  

37:03 financial system like through bailouts  

37:05 or just  

37:05 the fed creating credit people getting  

37:08 access to that buying equities buying  

37:10 debt buying all sorts of things when  

37:12 it's coming home  

37:13 that is you are just directly paying for  

37:15 people paying people  

37:17 and they're buying goods immediately  

37:19 that's going to create inflation  

37:22 and that's something we have not  

37:23 experienced in the united states at  

37:25 least on a  

37:26 intense way since i never say  

37:29 i i don't understand this whole thing i  

37:31 i know we spoke about it the other day  



37:33 and i i sort of  

37:34 but i don't i find this thing i find it  

37:36 incomprehensible that uh  

37:39 that that this could be other than  

37:41 something other than a sort of a bubble  

37:43 of confidence which eventually has to  

37:45 burst  

37:46 and that's what debt is yeah but that  

37:48 but then we know  

37:49 that the with the um with the malthusian  

37:53 um  

37:53 cycle that events it's basically like a  

37:55 bubble and it will be that bubble will  

37:58 be burst by some plague that's  

38:00 slightly too bad or some or or some the  

38:03 cold the weather becoming colder or any  

38:05 number of things  

38:07 um and so presumably this and the bigger  

38:10 the bubble is allowed to become before  

38:12 it bursts and the more appalling the  

38:13 collapse will be in terms of the  

38:15 complete destruction down into almost  

38:17 nobody being in terms of  

38:19 what we talked about earlier um being  

38:21 genetically fit enough to be able to  

38:22 survive and therefore you get  

38:24 mass death i mean for example even in  

38:26 the  

38:27 people a lot of people forget this  

38:28 everyone knows about the black death  

38:29 which happened in the mid  

38:31 uh 1300s 1348 or whatever it was  

38:34 but people forget about the great  

38:35 justinian plague which was in the mid  

38:37 500s and that killed far more than the  

38:39 black death estimates from the black  

38:41 death say  

38:41 about 40 of the population of europe was  

38:44 killed  

38:45 it was about 60 percent in the great  

38:47 justinian play  

38:48 and so because of the the society was  

38:51 already in decline decreasing iq  

38:54 and then suddenly it gets cold and the  

38:56 coldness means that the  

38:58 flea um when it bites you the the  



39:02 bacillus goes into your blood that's why  

39:04 you get plagues when it gets colder  

39:06 and and so then there's about 60 death  

39:09 and so  

39:10 it would be worse than that potentially  

39:11 if we were to go back to  

39:13 farming conditions it would be well 90  

39:16 death or something  

39:17 so it would be absolutely um hideous and  

39:19 so if this bubble  

39:21 is as insane as is apparently the case  

39:23 then the collapse  

39:25 once confidence is lost will be  

39:28 unbelievable  

39:29 and yes it will wipe out the savings of  

39:31 the middle class  

39:33 and they will become very angry as  

39:35 happened the last time their savings  

39:37 were wiped out in the 20s  

39:39 and you know what they'll do  

39:42 so it seems it is it seems to me a very  

39:44 stupid thing to do  

39:45 uh but it's just it just seems to be  

39:48 human nature and the the other  

39:49 aspect about the united states is like  

39:51 if you're the big kahuna  

39:52 and you've nev there's never been a  

39:54 failed debt auction  

39:56 you can just you know print money  

39:58 effectively you're printing debt you're  

39:59 not really printing money  

40:01 um but you can just print debt  

40:03 infinitely then  

40:04 how could you not do it but how do they  

40:07 have an idea that they would that they  

40:08 would  

40:09 they would they would give mortgages to  

40:11 people  

40:12 who are unlikely to be able to pay them  

40:14 back i mean it's just crazy  

40:16 because they want the way of controlling  

40:20 the population  

40:21 is controlling them through the american  

40:24 style which is it's not  

40:25 like putting them in a gulag or  

40:27 something it's putting them in the gulag  



40:29 of a suburban ranch home and  

40:32 you know in the sense of you're making  

40:35 them middle class  

40:37 and therefore they're going to be  

40:38 dutiful citizens and this is going to be  

40:40 stable i mean  

40:41 nobody should borrow or lend money to  

40:44 anybody ever i mean  

40:45 it basically creates problems and  

40:48 if you do i mean if you go back to  

40:50 there's no problem with housing if you  

40:51 go back to the 50s or 60s or even 70s in  

40:54 england nobody you didn't  

40:55 you didn't get a mortgage you bought a  

40:57 house outright  

40:58 and and and and all we've had with this  

41:01 debt is this  

41:03 ridiculous inflation of house of house  

41:05 prices way out yeah  

41:06 way out of line with the with with  

41:09 salaries  

41:10 um and so that you have to the it  

41:13 i just it's when it collapses it'll be  

41:16 like in iceland just it will be so  

41:18 comprehensive perhaps  

41:20 that the debts will just have to be  

41:20 written off i mean  

41:23 no doubt or you write them off through  

41:24 inflation in the sense that  

41:26 you know you you got a 200 000 loan  

41:30 uh but that's been inflated away by  

41:33 50 percent and you're you're going to  

41:36 pay it back  

41:37 but it doesn't really feel that bad it's  

41:39 like you know  

41:40 you have to pay back a loan a 10 000  

41:44 loan that someone made in 1970 that's  

41:47 real uh a ten thousand dollar loan in  

41:50 2020  

41:51 i could pay that back in 10 months or so  

41:53 you know pretty easy  

41:54 um you you pay it off through inflation  

41:58 and it financial repression that is  

42:01 crazy as well i've noticed this that in  

42:02 finland when you buy a phone  

42:04 when you buy a phone yeah i  



42:07 as i prefer to do just straight away i  

42:09 bought it right or you  

42:10 buy it over a period of year a year in a  

42:13 series of installments  

42:14 yes but there's no inflation on that so  

42:17 the result is that it's inherently  

42:18 better to buy  

42:19 over a period of a year because i had  

42:21 the same experience  

42:23 less at the end of at the end of the  

42:25 year so you're paying less for it  

42:28 and you're encouraging people who  

42:30 frankly shouldn't be buying it because  

42:31 they can't afford it  

42:33 to buy it over a period of time  

42:36 yes it's a decadent sick thing i  

42:39 remember saying i remember  

42:40 getting my last phone like a year and a  

42:42 half ago and and i was like well i think  

42:44 i could just pay it off now if it costs  

42:46 you know 800 bucks or whatever it was  

42:49 and i you know i was like you know maybe  

42:50 i'll do it and they're like well there  

42:51 is literally no  

42:52 incentive to pay it off now like you're  

42:56 it's the same  

42:57 price and installment they're not  

42:58 charging interest it's just bizarre  

43:01 um but yeah they're encouraging the  

43:03 creation when you've got low interest in  

43:05 mortgages it's the same thing there's no  

43:06 what is the incentive there's no very  

43:08 low interest on a mortgage  

43:10 what is the incentive to just pay it off  

43:12 there's nothing yeah  

43:13 um and and so the but but if you say or  

43:16 you deal with it through inflation  

43:17 eventually surely it comes back  

43:19 you eventually you can't put it off any  

43:22 longer it's like the collapse of  

43:23 civilization we can we can we can put  

43:25 this off we're putting this off and  

43:26 putting this off and putting this off  

43:28 until we get stupider and stupider and  

43:29 stupider and stupider  

43:31 and the the longer we put off doing  



43:34 the worse it's going to be in terms of  

43:36 the hideousness of this of this process  

43:38 and we'll be dead by then but um our  

43:40 grandchildren will we  

43:42 uh well i think yeah i think we're  

43:43 dealing with i would probably be just  

43:45 about there by then  

43:46 oh unless we live for ages and ages and  

43:48 ages but no i don't mean in that sense  

43:51 i i wonder if there's some going to be  

43:54 some precipitous  

43:56 thing that happens i mean if it gets  

43:58 catalyzed by a disaster  

44:00 similar to the coronavirus or worse and  

44:02 that all of this  

44:04 future comes forward as i was saying  

44:06 very fast all it takes is one  

44:08 unpredictable event when you're getting  

44:10 stupider  

44:12 and if you can't solve that  

44:13 unpredictable event then you're  

44:15 you're buggered i was talking about the  

44:17 concept of a carrington event  

44:19 and this is the idea that in 1859 there  

44:22 was this uh astronomer called carrington  

44:24 who was looking through his telescope  

44:25 and he noticed this unbelievable  

44:27 uh solar flares whatever on the on the  

44:30 on the sun he was so amazed by it he did  

44:32 drawings of them  

44:33 and it was so intense that you had  

44:35 northern lights  

44:36 throughout the world not just in the  

44:38 north where you normally have them but  

44:39 everywhere  

44:41 and and there was some electric stuff  

44:43 already of course in 1859  

44:45 and that stuff was completely knocked  

44:48 out i mean electric devices became  

44:50 so hot that the paper that they were  

44:52 printing out caught fire  

44:54 uh people burnt themselves on on the  

44:56 electric devices that they were using  

44:58 over a period of like six minutes that  

45:00 this happened um and then the aftershock  

45:03 was the  



45:03 was the these uh soda flair these uh  

45:06 borealis um now there have been other  

45:10 examples of these carrington events  

45:11 there was one in quebec some years ago  

45:13 which knocked the power grid out for a  

45:15 couple of hours in the middle of winter  

45:17 um and so if there was something like  

45:20 that  

45:20 uh and would you won then i think what  

45:23 that would do to a society that is  

45:25 completely reliant on electricity  

45:26 to the extent that they build houses now  

45:28 with no fireplaces  

45:30 i mean it's a total and absolute  

45:33 reliance on electricity so that's  

45:34 something to  

45:36 think about also i  

45:39 i think obesity is also an interesting  

45:42 factor in this uh if you're used to  

45:46 a 4 000 calorie a day  

45:49 diet um you know i  

45:52 would i think 2 000 is kind of the  

45:54 recommended i mean i i i  

45:56 i think it's it's good to kind of get  

45:58 under that at least  

45:59 sometimes get a little starving but if  

46:02 you're used to just  

46:04 you know drinking a bunch of corn syrup  

46:07 and  

46:07 snacking all day and having some massive  

46:10 meal  

46:11 of burgers and fries whatever uh  

46:14 you're not like quitting that cold  

46:17 turkey is going to be  

46:18 horrifying you know i mean just  

46:21 the idea of taking that away from people  

46:24 i mean  

46:25 first off psychologically speaking i  

46:27 think would be horrifying but but even  

46:28 physically speaking to go  

46:32 cold turkey from that kind of  

46:35 you know american obese lifestyle to  

46:39 a you're going to have to have 1 000  

46:41 calories a day for a little while  

46:43 while we solve this disaster i mean it  

46:46 you know there there were people lost  



46:48 weight you know say after the second  

46:50 world war  

46:52 or the rat what is the radish winter in  

46:55 world war one or so on  

46:56 in germany people were able to kind of  

46:59 deal with that  

47:00 because if you see pictures of you know  

47:03 people in the 19th and 20th century  

47:05 they're just healthier looking they're  

47:07 thinner they're not working out like we  

47:09 do  

47:09 like some people do this but they're  

47:11 they're just thinner and healthier  

47:13 uh the idea that america which is 50  

47:17 obese could handle this i i i  

47:20 i don't know what's gonna happen they're  

47:22 going to be we're going to have  

47:24 fatties like raiding grocery stores  

47:28 on the plus side they would have a lot  

47:29 of they would that's the thing they  

47:31 would have stored  

47:32 body fat for these famine  

47:35 but okay so they'd actually be an  

47:38 advantage in a sentence over  

47:40 people that were thin if there wasn't  

47:41 enough food i know i get that  

47:43 that's the purpose of fat but right that  

47:45 was one of the things that was noted in  

47:47 the in that book  

47:48 i was reading about barbara demick or  

47:50 something called nothing to envy about  

47:51 north korea  

47:52 which is that all the thin people die  

47:54 very quickly  

47:55 oh interesting okay well that you're  

47:57 kind of turning it  

47:59 turning the tables on me there that  

48:00 might be true so obesity  

48:03 people are they have this sick sense to  

48:06 prepare for the coming collapse by  

48:08 becoming a hundred pounds overweight  

48:11 yes maybe we'll see okay that might be  

48:14 true that might be true  

48:16 they're cleverer than we think  

48:21 that might be true that might be true do  

48:23 you have any questions  



48:24 yes okay um  

48:28 we have a number of them here  

48:31 all right uh this is vindicated lionel  

48:35 for five  

48:36 uh what are your thoughts on giannis  

48:39 varufakis and george galloway  

48:44 i know george galloway is do you know  

48:46 who giannis  

48:47 is about trav that was the prime  

48:49 minister of greece  

48:51 i think he yeah they're yes  

48:54 maybe i don't i don't really know much  

48:56 about him george galloway i can comment  

48:58 on i've met george galloway  

48:59 um i met him at the darby union society  

49:01 in about 2001  

49:03 where he he came to do a speech and then  

49:05 i had friends who were  

49:07 um who who were involved in running the  

49:09 darwinian society and so i always got to  

49:11 go to the  

49:12 the wine thing with the with the  

49:14 speakers afterwards uh he didn't drink  

49:16 though as i recall he didn't drink  

49:17 alcohol if i remember correctly  

49:18 uh uh i think that i'd uh obviously very  

49:22 left wing  

49:22 um hard individualizing values or  

49:24 whatever but the the the plus side of  

49:27 that  

49:27 is he is an extremely good speaker and  

49:29 an extremely persuasive speaker  

49:31 uh and and um he is at least  

49:35 he does at least articulate in a way  

49:37 that a lot of people in  

49:38 the left are unhappy to do um the kind  

49:41 of things that are going on in palestine  

49:43 which um yeah i'm afraid not very nice  

49:46 and uh and haven't been very nice the  

49:48 the nakba whatever it is they call it  

49:50 the  

49:50 the the 1948 in the independence of  

49:53 israel is a great thing if you're always  

49:54 really but if you're palestinian  

49:56 not so good uh and uh he's decided to uh  

49:59 identify with the palestinians  



50:01 i believe he was married to or is  

50:02 married to a palestinian and  

50:05 uh um so i've he does have some quite  

50:07 interesting things to say as that's  

50:09 which i would listen to i i find that uh  

50:12 there are a lot of um leftists who are  

50:15 like that  

50:16 and i i was i was actually just reading  

50:18 elian  

50:19 poppe's book on if that's the right way  

50:21 to pronounce his name his  

50:22 books on uh in israel and the you know  

50:26 post-67 basically kind of crisis  

50:28 on palestine i i think you can learn a  

50:30 lot from them i i think whether  

50:33 whether we share the same goals or or  

50:36 we're on the same team is questionable  

50:38 but  

50:39 uh yeah there are a lot of are actually  

50:42 articulate and  

50:42 charismatic leftist too you can learn  

50:45 from  

50:46 um but i i would maybe leave it at that  

50:49 um okay let me if you want to get in on  

50:52 the conversation let me just put that up  

50:53 yeah i did okay  

50:54 if you want to ask a super chat this is  

50:56 the way to do it entropy  

50:58 stream dot live slash radix live you  

51:00 might have to capitalize those maybe not  

51:02 um we have a few more um  

51:06 nick swift since the end of world war ii  

51:09 europe's traditional role as the central  

51:11 protagonist of world history has been  

51:13 usurped by america  

51:15 and in a manner that can only be  

51:17 described as unjust and abominable  

51:20 um okay and then he continued this with  

51:22 another super chat here  

51:24 um if contemporary wokeness is  

51:28 implicitly anti-semitic and  

51:30 anti-american  

51:31 i'm not sure i agree with that but i'll  

51:33 go on  

51:34 and whiteness itself it's exclusively an  

51:37 american social construct which is  



51:38 fundamentally contradictory to european  

51:41 identity  

51:43 okay i'm kind of having to go with you  

51:45 on this but  

51:46 um then how can anyone hoping for a  

51:48 better future and revival of european  

51:50 civilization be distressed  

51:52 with the present course of events  

51:55 um  

51:59 i'm not sure i agree with all of your  

52:01 premises  

52:03 um i do i let me go through  

52:07 your premises one by one  

52:10 um there is i mentioned this last week  

52:13 when we talked about palestine and  

52:15 israel  

52:15 i have there is no doubt that  

52:18 israel is suffering a legitimacy crisis  

52:22 that it has it had not been suffering  

52:24 for the  

52:25 for the past 50 years  

52:28 and there's always been a kind of  

52:30 physical or like military  

52:32 or occupational crisis that it's been  

52:34 dealing with or demographic crisis also  

52:36 but it's now suffering a legitimacy  

52:38 crisis 20 years ago  

52:40 the kind of criticism that is in the  

52:43 mainstream or kind of on the banks of  

52:45 the mainstream  

52:46 just simply was not present it was  

52:48 totally on the fringe  

52:50 and you would just not hear it whether  

52:52 it's a combination of social media  

52:54 and just more voices getting out there  

52:56 whether it's a  

52:57 combination of demographic change in the  

52:59 united states where you don't just have  

53:01 white christians and jews commentate uh  

53:04 commentating on this subject but you now  

53:07 have you know a palestinian  

53:08 congresswoman  

53:09 uh you have you know uh other people who  

53:12 just aren't  

53:13 viscerally connected or religiously  

53:15 connected with the conflict  



53:17 their voices are now in the arena and  

53:20 israel is suffering a legitimacy crisis  

53:22 i don't agree  

53:23 that wokeness is anti-semitic  

53:27 but it it does like  

53:30 it just it's inherent to wokeness that  

53:32 there's going to be at least more  

53:34 sympathy shown towards palestinians uh  

53:37 so i  

53:37 you know it's a complicated issue uh  

53:40 there's no question  

53:41 that after the second world war  

53:46 you know history in a way kind of ended  

53:48 in europe  

53:49 and it it europe  

53:52 wasn't the defining continent for  

53:56 the progress of world history and it was  

53:59 an american it was american and soviet  

54:02 world  

54:02 um in which they were not only kind of  

54:05 offering the military support or  

54:07 financial support to the world order but  

54:09 they're also offering the kind of  

54:10 moral support the either america the  

54:13 soviet union they were in  

54:14 a battle of this of who is going to  

54:16 define the planet  

54:18 morally speaking and philosophically  

54:20 speaking and europe was not really in  

54:22 that  

54:23 europe was was either on one side or the  

54:25 other but it wasn't defining that issue  

54:28 um in terms of whiteness being  

54:32 antithetical to european identity  

54:35 i've always said this um  

54:38 i would be a little bit careful what you  

54:41 wish for  

54:42 in terms of you know we should go away  

54:45 from racialism and go back to  

54:47 our european identity um do you  

54:51 understand the kind of horrifying  

54:55 divisions that occurred in the world due  

54:59 to european identities  

55:01 in say the 30 years war where  

55:04 that which was a religious and  

55:06 ideological war  



55:08 there are other other obviously that was  

55:10 that was that was a good thing that's  

55:12 one of the things  

55:13 it was group selection in action it was  

55:14 one of the things that would have  

55:15 elevated the intelligence of the  

55:16 european peoples it would have been  

55:18 highly relevant  

55:19 uh particularly to the innovations that  

55:20 came out of germany so there's  

55:23 okay i mean you just  

55:26 will just engage in killing like  

55:30 40 of central europe  

55:33 because it's a good i mean it there's a  

55:35 dark side to that kind of view i mean  

55:37 it's it's like harsh darwinian selection  

55:39 but do you actually want to argue for  

55:41 that or  

55:41 live through that no it's not the point  

55:45 it's your your he's he's approaching it  

55:48 he's approaching it at a different angle  

55:50 from you i think  

55:51 so maybe but at the same time i that  

55:54 that kind of division is not  

55:58 um going to lead to uh  

56:01 domination of the planet i mean there  

56:03 the the soviet union which kind of  

56:05 inherited the structure of the russian  

56:07 empire  

56:08 and brought a new kind of vision to  

56:10 humanity now whether you think that  

56:12 vision is entirely bad  

56:14 or or or not we'll put that aside uh but  

56:17 there  

56:17 those unitary imperial structures were  

56:20 able to offer a vision for the entire  

56:23 planet  

56:24 and the we're just at a point where  

56:27 there is going to be one dominant  

56:30 structure of the planet  

56:31 if europe is engaged in you know and i i  

56:35 don't  

56:35 really see this happening immediately at  

56:37 least but if europe is going to be  

56:39 engaged in  

56:39 internecine feuding whether it's over  



56:42 protestants  

56:43 protestantism and catholicism or  

56:46 nationalism and ethnonationalism and  

56:48 division or so on  

56:49 you're not going to dominate the planet  

56:51 and someone else will  

56:54 uh so it's kind of fun to talk about  

56:57 you know my ethnoculture and little  

57:00 ethno state or whatever  

57:02 but some other bigger empire  

57:05 will set the agenda for the planet if  

57:08 you're going to be  

57:09 engaging in that kind of feuding it it's  

57:12 just  

57:12 a fact yeah that's for some truth and  

57:14 that i suppose yeah but  

57:16 once we can once we had scotland under  

57:18 our control then we could really build  

57:20 things up because we didn't have an  

57:21 enemy on our  

57:22 on our northern border i said that that  

57:25 was certainly useful  

57:26 yeah so i i don't know i i think there's  

57:29 kind of multiple it's it's an  

57:30 interesting question  

57:32 and but i i think there are some kind of  

57:34 multiple you want to check  

57:36 this entropy is working because a lot of  

57:38 people in the chat are saying it's not  

57:39 working  

57:40 well we have had some chats did we have  

57:43 them before the show though  

57:44 no these came during the show some  

57:47 people are saying it's offline  

57:48 i've had a lot of problems on my own  

57:51 johnny herrera  

57:52 had to maybe there's so many people  

57:54 trying to do a super chat that we just  

57:56 overloaded the server that must be it  

58:00 what's the next question doubtful i  

58:02 think that's it  

58:04 oh okay well there we go i did i didn't  

58:06 get to um well  

58:08 so sorry about that traps there's no  

58:10 there's nothing i i didn't get to  

58:11 actually  



58:12 look at but i i think that yeah it's  

58:13 it's it's um  

58:15 i don't i think that one of the things  

58:16 that changed with brit obviously britain  

58:18 was  

58:19 completely bothered by the first world  

58:21 war and that was that was the key thing  

58:22 it was devastated by the first world war  

58:24 that was when the change happened  

58:25 i'm not only that but it was the cream  

58:28 of british  

58:29 young men were killed off the bravest  

58:32 probably the most among the most  

58:34 intelligent people  

58:35 were killed off uh in britain and  

58:37 germany  

58:38 and france and so you would expect on  

58:41 that basis that's when america  

58:42 would start to start to rise up because  

58:45 not that it had done anything  

58:47 intrinsically better although to be fair  

58:48 it had been subject to harsh conditions  

58:50 the last i guess for longer with  

58:52 living um but but but um natural  

58:55 resources  

58:56 and natural resources our best people  

58:59 were wiped out  

59:00 so that that's um why it moved  

59:04 right but i mean yeah  

59:07 well we'll put a bookmark in it this has  

59:09 been a good hour and  

59:11 um sorry about super chats but we got a  

59:13 few in there  

59:14 and an interest in an interesting  

59:16 question um  

59:18 so anyway ed good to talk to you um  

59:21 we will do this again soon i hope we  

59:24 kind of  

59:24 enlightened different aspects of the  

59:28 concept of of collapse i think everyone  

59:30 talks about  

59:31 climate change or so on and i think  

59:33 those things are real but  

59:34 i think there's a kind of bigger uh  

59:38 big much bigger structural things  

59:40 happening and i actually think  



59:42 death and inflation and growing  

59:44 stupidity  

59:46 the end of the flynn effect dysgenic  

59:49 breeding  

59:50 um and uh maybe to some degree even over  

59:54 centralization  

59:55 those are much bigger issues and  

59:58 that's those are going to be the factors  

60:00 that lead to collapse it's not  

60:02 really going to be the melting of the  

60:03 ice caps i mean i do have a lot of  

60:05 sympathy with  

60:06 um people discussing environmental  

60:08 degradation and and i think  

60:09 the the a it's real it is threatening  

60:12 but also it's  

60:13 kind of horrifying from a almost a  

60:15 romantic viewpoint  

60:16 i think we should have a you know care  

60:19 and an ex  

60:20 experience the natural world uh but in  

60:23 terms of what  

60:23 really is going to bring down the  

60:25 current system i don't think it's going  

60:26 to be environmental degradation i think  

60:28 this would be other things  

60:30 and then maybe there'll be enough docs  

60:33 once again because as i said  

60:34 yeah you'll be able to feed ducks  

60:38 you might be killing those ducks and  

60:39 eating them just  

60:41 you know well i like dog i'm sorry i'm  

60:44 not i'm not  

60:44 that can't be good yeah it can be really  

60:46 good actually  

60:48 almost i've had duck where it almost  

60:49 tastes like a steak or something it's  

60:56 all right i will uh talk to everyone  

60:58 soon thanks  

60:59 ed good stroke okay bye-bye bye-bye bye  

61:01 Bye  

 


